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ERGONOMIC HANDLE
FITS SNUGLY IN PALM

AND FEELS GREAT

DISPLACES 30% LESS
CORK THAN ANY

OTHER CORKSCREW

MAXIMIZES UPWARD FORCE,
REQUIRING LESS EFFORT THAN

A BASIC CORKSCREW

LESS FRICTION

Frustrated with your corkscrew?  Maybe that’s because it was invented 400 years ago.  It’s time for a better one.  

Introducing THE Corkscrew, by CapaBunga.

The Corkscrew is designed for comfort and efficiency.  The unique wedge shaped “worm” displaces 30% less cork, 

causing less friction and increasing upward lift, making it easier to pull the cork.  The ergonomic handle also feels 

great in your palm, so opening wine has never been easier.

Finally, a MODERN corkscrew.

United States and International Patents Pending



RESEAL YOUR WINE
CAPABUNGA®BOTTLE

NOW FITS IN
FRIDGE DOOR

LAY BOTTLE
ON ITS SIDE

WITHOUT LEAKING
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GO TO CAPABUNGA.COM FOR ADDITIONAL DESIGNS AND STYLES
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CHAMPAGNE STOPPER
CAPABUBBLES®

CBC05

CBC02

CBC01

CBC04

CBC08

Fits most sparkling wine bottles

"I wish I had invented this!! Best closure for sparkling wines... period! Love 

the way the CapaBubbles keeps my sparkling wine fresh for days in our 

winery tasting room; at home, I love that I can open a bottle and just pour 

one glass, knowing that the wine will be in excellent condition days later"
- Kathleen Inman -Owner, Inman Family Wines, Russian River Valley, CA

KEEP YOUR BUBBLES FRESH FOR A WEEK
TURN YOUR CHAMPAGNE BOTTLE
INTO A SCREW CAP



GLASS INDENTIFIERS
GLASSWHERE®

• Sticks to your glass
• Write on with a 
   ballpoint pen
• Wipe off for reuse 
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12x12x24"

double rack
Free with order of $300 or more. 

Holds 32 CapaBunga®,
6 CapaBubbles® and 24 GlassWhere.

CUSTOMIZE OUR PRODUCTS
CAPABUNGA®

CapaBunga® has offered customized products since its inception. Whether you are looking for a trade show 

giveaway, a wine club gift or a personalized product to retail in your store, CapaBunga® has a number of options for 

you to consider, including CapaBunga®, CapaBubbles®, GlassWhere® and the Cheese Vault. We have the ability to 

PMS color match your product and logos, including multi-colored images.

12x12x15"

single rack
Free with order of 48 CapaBungas®. 

countertop displays



ARTISAN CHEESE STORAGE
CHEESE VAULT

CV1

CV2

CV3

CV4
CV5

The Cheese Vault is a simple and reusable way to store your artisan cheese. Cheese experts agree that the 

worst possible way to store your cheese is the way we all do it – by wrapping it in plastic wrap. Cheese needs 

to “breathe” and eliminate excess moisture to maintain its flavor and delay molding just like in a cheese cave. 

Until now, the only recommended solution for proper cheese storage was to use disposable wrappers or bags.

Features and Benefits

   • Made of food-grade silicone that imparts no flavors (size 6x4x3.5”)

   • Base is designed to wick away excess moisture thereby delaying mold

   • The divider can be used to separate two smaller pieces of cheese, keeping each piece fresh and tasty 

      without mingling flavors

   • The two ends are polished so the name and date can be written with a ballpoint pen for easy 

      identification then erased and reused

   • Smells from the fridge do not impact the cheese inside, nor do the cheese aromas take over the fridge

"The Cheese Vault is the ultimate home cheese storage unit – I store my cheese 
in it instead of using plastic wrap" 

- Lynn Giacomini Stray, Owner, Point Reyes Farmstead, Point Reyes, CA



ARTISAN BREAD SAVER
BREAD CAP

BC3

BC2

BC1

SIZES
INCLUDED

2

TWO SIZES INCLUDED

SMALL SIZE
fits most

oblong loaves like 
ciabatta & pugliese

LARGE SIZE
fits most

rustic loaves like
boules & sourdough

KEEP YOUR ARTISAN BREAD FRESH
Whether you buy bread at your local bakery, the farmer’s market or make it 

yourself, everyone wants to enjoy it after the first slice. The trick to keeping a 

crusty loaf fresh is to keep the moisture inside while allowing the crust to do 

its job of protecting the inside. If you leave the cut portion exposed, the bread 

will dry out. If you put it in a plastic bag, the crust becomes soggy. And never, 

ever store Artisan bread in the refrigerator as this is the fastest way to a 

tasteless, stale loaf.

With the BREAD CAP by CapaBunga®, you can extend the life of your favorite 

bread. The unique design allows the crust to “breathe” and protect the inside 

while simultaneously keeping the moisture from escaping through the cut 

portion. You no longer need a large bread box on your counter and you can 

keep plastic bags out of the landfill with the reusable BREAD CAP.



Husband and wife team, Walt Averill and Máire Murphy met through 

the wine industry where until 2011 they had spent their entire 

careers.  After years of traveling the US, South America and Europe 

selling wine, they were exposed to a wide range of food and wine 

accessories.  With a passion for wine and cooking, they realized that 

there had to be better solutions and CapaBunga was born!

When the first Capabunga prototype arrived, they realized after using 

it a few times themselves that every wine drinker had to have at least one! And from there, the business 

took off; first selling custom branded caps to the wine industry, and then, in January 2012 launching a 

consumer line featuring catchy slogans and graphics on brightly colored CapaBungas.  

The reaction in the marketplace was overwhelming, and suddenly their customers were asking for new 

products.  Given their extensive experience in the wine industry, they knew they had a unique perspec-

tive to develop products that eliminated the foibles of previous products.  The line expanded from wine 

stoppers to champagne stoppers, wine glass identifiers, cheese storage, and artisan bread preservation.  

2018 brings the launch of  THE Corkscrew – a revolutionary new design on a product that has not 

changed in nearly 400 years.

wine industry veterans

dude@capabunga.com
www.capabunga.com

707-837-8880
facebook.com/capabunga
pinterest.com/capabunga

twitter @capabunga
instagram.com/capabunga


